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In this paper we characterize the automorphism group of a particular class of irre-
ducible cyclic codes by means of an important theorem of Carlitz and McConnel.
The BWD-codes (balanced weight distribution) have the remarkable property that
each nonzero weight appears with the same multiplicity. We also show that an
irreducible cyclic BWD-code with N nonzero weights is a subscheme with N classes
of the Hamming scheme isomorphic to a cyclotomic scheme.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In general, it is very hard to find the automorphism group of an arbitrary
linear code, even for certain well-known classes such as irreducible cyclic
codes. The first goal of this paper is to characterize the automorphism
group for a particular subclass of these codes called BWD-codes (Section 2).
The key of the proof is a fundamental theorem of Carlitz and McConnel on
permutations of finite fields [Car, McCo].
Second, there exist deep links between codes (linear or not) and com-
binatorics. One of the most interesting is the association scheme, which has
been extensively studied by Delsarte in his famous paper [Del2]. In par-
ticular, two weight linear codes are related to strongly regular graphs
which correspond to two-class association schemes; see [Del1, Hub]. We
also study the remarkable properties of BWD-codes from this point of view
(Section 3). First we recall some definitions and fundamental properties.
Let q be a power of a prime p, and let K be the finite field with q
elements. A linear code C of length n and dimension k is a vector subspace
of dimension k of K n. The weight wt(x) of a codeword x=(x0 , ..., xn&1) is
the number of its nonzero components. We denote by w1 , ..., wN the N dif-
ferent nonzero weights of the code, and set w0=0. Then there exists a
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natural partition of C into N+1 classes Ci=[x # C; wt(x)=wi]. The
weight distribution of the code, A0 , A1 , ..., AN , is the sequence defined by
Ai=*Ci .
In [LaZa], we introduced the definition:
Definition 1.1. A linear code is called a balanced weight distribution
code or simply a BWD-code of multiplicity A if there exists an integer A{0
such that Ai=A for all i # [1, ..., N].
Now let L be a finite extension of K and ; a generator of the subgroup
G of order n of the multiplicative group L_ (for a ring R, we denote by R_
the associated multiplicative group). We have G=[1, ;, ..., ;n&1]. We
define the encoding map +G : L  Kn by
+G(a)=(tr(a;0), tr(a;1), ..., tr(a;n&1)), (1)
where tr is the trace function of L over K. The mapping +G is clearly
K-linear; +G(L) is a subspace of Kn of dimension rankK (G ), called an
irreducible cyclic code and denoted by C(G ). If rankK (G)=[L : K], the
code is said to be non-degenerate (degenerate if not).
Example 1. There exists a wellknown BWD-code, the simplex code.
This is an irreducible cyclic BWD-code with a single weight obtained as
follow: Let L be an extension of degree k of K, a finite field with q elements,
and take for G the whole group L_. Then the code C(G ) is of length
qk&1, dimension k (and consequently non-degenerate) with one weight
(q&1)qk&1.
Let C(G ) be an irreducible cyclic code. We have proved in [LaZa,
Proposition 3.1] that two elements a and b of the same coset modulo the
group product GK_=[xy; x # G, y # K_] are encoded via the map +G in
two codewords of the same weight. Consequently, the number of distinct
nonzero weights is bounded by the index of the group GK_, i.e. the
number of its cosets in L_. The main problem was to prove that this
bound is reached if and only if the code is BWD. In the following theorem,
we summarize the properties of BWD-codes (see Propositions 3.2, 4.1, 4.2,
and 4.3 of [LaZa]):
Theorem 1.2. Let K be a finite field of characteristic p and let L be a
finite extension of K with primitive element :. Let G be a subgroup of order
n of L_ and C(G) the associated irreducible cyclic code of dimension k with
N nonzero weights. The code C(G ) is a BWD-code if and only if the index
l of the group GK_ divides p&1. In this case, we have:
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(i) [L : K]=k, i.e. the code is non-degenerate.
(ii) N=l, and N | k.
(iii) \a, b # L, ab&1 # GK_  wt(+G (a))=wt(+G (b)).
(iv) _? # SN | +&1G (Ci )=:
?(i )GK _
From now on, we can set [L : K]=k because BWD-codes are never
degenerate. Then for convenience the nonzero weights wi are indexed by
wi+1=wt( +G(:i )) for i=0, ..., N&1.
2. AUTOMORPHISM GROUPS OF BWD-CODES
We recall that if C is a linear code defined over a finite field K, a code-
automorphism of C is a semilinear map of C onto itself that preserves the
Hamming distance. The set of code-automorphisms is a group under com-
position denoted by Aut(C ).
Now let u be a semilinear codeautomorphism of a BWD-code C defined
by a subgroup G of L_. We have seen that the code is isomorphic to L by
means of the K-linear encoding map +G . The code-automorphism u
corresponds to the semilinear map of L, f=+&1G b u b +G (remember that +G
is a K-isomorphism).
We recall a theorem of Carlitz [Car] and McConnel [McCo] on per-
mutations over a finite field, as restated by Bruen and Levinger in [BrLe].
Theorem 2.1 [Car, McCo]. Let F be a finite field of characteristic p.
Let G be a proper multiplicative subgroup of order d of F _. Then a mapping
f : F  F satisfies
f (x)&f ( y )
x&y
# G (2)
for all x{y in F, if and only if f (x) is given by
f (x)=a+bx pi (3)
where a # F, b # G, and (*F&1) | d( pi&1).
Lemma 2.2. Let C(G )=+G (L) be a nondegenerate irreducible cyclic
code of length n and dimension k over K, defined by a subgroup G of L_. Let
f : L  L be defined by x [ gx p i, g # GK_, 0i<[L : Fp ]. Then uf =
+G b f b +&1G belongs to Aut(C ).
Proof. The result is well-known, but for completeness we briefly recall
the proof. The map +f is semilinear, and we have to prove that it is
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isometric. Let a # L and g # GK_. It is easy to see from expression (1) that
the vector +G(ga) is a cyclic shift of +G(a), and so has the same weight.
A component of a codeword +G(a p) is of the form tr(a pg) for some g # G.
It is obvious that tr(a pg)=0 if and only if (tr(a pg)) pi=0 for any integer i,
but (tr(a pg)) pi=tr((a pg) p i ). If we set i=&1, we obtain tr(a pg)=0 if and
only if tr(ag p&1)=0. Finally wt(+G(a))=wt(+G(a p)). K
Now we prove that for BWD-codes, these automorphisms are the only
ones.
Theorem 2.3. Let C(G )=+G (L) be an irreducible cyclic BWD-code of
length n and dimension k over K, defined by a subgroup G of L_. Let
f : L  L and let uf=+G b f b +&1G ; then
Aut(C )=[uf | f (x)=gx p
i
; 0i<[L : Fp ], g # GK_].
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, the maps f : x [ gx pi, 0i<[L : Fp ], induce
automorphisms uf of C. Conversely, let x, y # L, x{y and let uf be in
Aut(C ). By Theorem 1.2 (iii), f (x&y ) belongs to the same coset of GK _
as x&y; thus f (x&y)(x&y ) # GK_. As f is additive, this becomes
( f (x)&f ( y ))(x&y ) # GK _. By Theorem 2.1, f has the required form,
since f (0)=0 implies a=0. The group GK_ has order d=
n(q&1)(n, q&1) and index N=(qk&1)(n, q&1)(n(q&1)); conse-
quently, d=(qk&1)N. By Theorem 2.1 we obtain
(qk&1) } q
k&1
N
( pi&1).
We know from Theorem 1.2 that N | p&1; hence, as expected, there is no
constraint on the integer i. K
Remark 2. If we only consider linear maps in the definition of Aut(C ),
we easily obtain the group:
Aut(C )=[uf | f (x)=gxq
i
; 0i<k, g # GK _].
3. HAMMING SCHEMES AND CYCLOTOMIC SCHEMES
FROM BWD-CODES
Let V be a finite set and let R=[R0 , ..., RN] be a family of N+1 rela-
tions defined over V_V. In this section we will consider association
schemes (V, R) with N classes; see [Del2] for definitions. We recall two
kinds of association schemes:
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Example 3: Hamming Schemes. Let V=Kn, where K is a finite field.
Consider the n+1 relations Ri=[(x, y) | d(x, y)=i], where d is the
Hamming distance. The three conditions for an association scheme are
satisfied (use Lemma 3.1 below for example), and this scheme, called the
Hamming Scheme, is symmetric.
Example 4: Cyclotomic Schemes. Let V=K, where K is a finite field
with q elements. Let : be a primitive root in K. Consider a multiplicative
subgroup G of K_ of order d and index l. We define the cyclotomic
scheme with l classes on V by the relations R0=[(x, x) | x # V], and
Ri+1=[(x, y ) | y&x # :iG] for i # [0, ..., l&1]. The scheme is symetric if
(q&1)d is even or if K is of characteristic 2.
Let us consider the Hamming scheme (V, R) and let C be a linear code
of length n with N nonzero weights w1 , ..., wN , with w0=0. Let (C, R(C ))
be the restriction of (V, R) to C, i.e., (x, y) # R (C )i if and only if d(x, y)=wi .
The aim of what follows is to prove that (C, R(C )) is a subscheme of (V, R),
i.e., an association scheme with N classes [Del2].
In [Del2, Theorem 6.10], Delsarte has characterized Hamming sub-
schemes, but we need only the following sufficient condition on Aut(C) to
give the result in Theorem 3.2.
Lemma 3.1. Let C be a linear code defined over K with N nonzero
weights w1 , ..., wN . If Aut(C ) acts transitively on Ci , i # [1, ..., N], i.e.
\i # [1, ..., N], \(x, y) # C 2i , _u # Aut(C ) | u(x)=y,
then the restriction (C, R(C )) is a subscheme of the Hamming scheme.
Proof. Consider wi , wj , and wk , three fixed weights, and x, y # C with
d(x, y)=wk . Let S(x, r) be the sphere of center x and radius r, and set
Ci, j (x, y )=S(x, wi ) & S( y, wj ). Obviously *Ci, j (x, y )=*Ci, j (0, y&x).
Let x$, y$ # C be such that d(x$, y$) = wk . So *Ci, j (x$, y$) =
*Ci, j (0, y$&x$). By hypothesis there exists u # Aut(C ) such that
y$&x$=u( y&x). Consequently, u(Ci, j (0, y&x))/Ci, j (0, y$&x$) and for
the same reason u&1(Ci, j (0, y$&x$))/Ci, j (0, y&x). Now it is clear that
*Ci, j (x, y ) depends only on i, j, and k, and not on the pair (x, y). K
Theorem 3.2. Let C(G )=+G (L) be an N-weight irreducible cyclic
BWD-code of length n and dimension k over K, defined by a subgroup G
of L_. Then the restriction (C, R(C )) is a subscheme of the Hamming scheme.
Proof. Let +G(a) and +G(b) be two codewords with the same weight.
From Theorem 1.2, we know that ab&1 # GK _, i.e., there exists g # GK _
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such that b=ga. Theorem 2.3 shows that the mapping f: x [ gx induces an
element uf of Aut(C ), and Lemma 3.1 applies. K
By definition, (+G(a), +G(b)) # R (C )i if and only if d(+G(a), +G(b))=wi .
But d(+G (a), +G (b)) = wt(+G (b) & +G (a)) = wt(+G (b & a)) and, by
Theorem 1.2 (iv), this implies that (+G(a), +G(b)) # R (C )i if and only if
b&a # :i+1GK _. Therefore the subscheme is isomorphic to the cyclotomic
scheme defined by the subgroup GK_ of L_. Consequently, the scheme
is also pseudo-cyclic and has numerous combinatorial properties (see
[BrCoNe, Sections 2.2, 12.7]).
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